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SunVu Windows & the Enviroment

Sash Weights

Sash Spiral Balance

Sash Tilt & Slide

Mock Sash

Nordic

Flush Casement

Stormproof Casement

Eurostyle IV 68, IV 78

Folding Doors

French Doors

Sliding Doors

Aluminium

We are a factory with over 20 years of experience in manufacture of wooden

windows and doors. Our products meet the highest standards and their quality and

Laboratorium.

At the same time, they are stylish and elegant, and without a doubt, contribute to

the perfect look of both interiors and exteriors.

We offer a range of high quality wood, including pine, oak and meranti, which is

of our timber comes from at least 80-year- old managed forests. The woodwork is

laminated to ensure its durability - resistance to deformation, weather conditions

and wear and tear. It can also be easily refreshed by painting or varnishing.

Our continuous investments in the production processes allow us to develop new

technologies to enhance the quality of our current products, and to successively

introduce new ones.

While we are committed to meeting the highest standards of production, 

we also remember about the most valuable assets of our company - people - 

our specialists are our greatest strength. Therefore, we do our utmost to provide them

with a friendly and safe working environment and we encourage and help them 

to develop their knowledge and skills.
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Wood is one of the most important natural construction

materials in the world. Due to its high mechanical treatment

ability, excellent isolating properties, and attractive appearance,

wood has become one of the most favourite materials 

in manufacture of window frames around the world.

Caring about the natural environment, at SunVu Windows,

is sourced from sustainably managed forests.

the nature without disrupting its balance at the same time.
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Sliding Sash Weights windows 

are the most recognisable 

traditional English windows - 

they have been a characteristic

feature of UK’s architecture 

since the 18th century.  

Two vertically sliding sashes are 

operated by two independent 

weight and cord mechanisms 

introduced by Robert Hooke in 

1670. Our selection of best qual-

we add guarantee a unique

and stylish look.

Sash Weights
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Sash Weights WPL SBD 150

PAS 24

Sash Weights Excellent 58/86 Sash Weights Renovation 44/86
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Sliding Sash Spiral Balance

windows are a modern

version of windows designed

back in the 17th century.

Weights and cords - the

original opening mechanism

- have been replaced by

a spring balance system

manufactured by Caldwell

for easier sliding. However,

the traditional English look

has been entirely retained.

Vertical opening allows

for the space around the

window to be fully utilised.

The Elegance option with

the springs fully concealed

within the frame adds an

extra piece of aesthetics to

the window.

Sash Spiral 
Balance
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Sash Tilt & Slide

windows are an advanced

variant of spiral balance

sash windows with the extra

feature of both sashes

tilting, which makes their

cleaning easier - they can

be given a quick wipe

down with a cloth and be

gleaming again without

stepping outside.

Sash Tilt & Slide
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Sash Tilt & Slide 50/63 Sash Tilt & Slide 58/63 Sash Tilt & Slide 58/86
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Sash Mock & Slide

windows are a variant of

spiral balance sash windows

for those who would like to

retain the traditional look of

English windows but do not

need a complex opening

mechanism and look for

a more economical option.

Here the bottom sash slides

on springs, whilst the top

sash tilts to the outside.

Mock Sash
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Mock Sash Traditional
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Mock Sash Traditional Flush 58/45 Mock Sash Traditional Flush 50/45 Mock Sash Tilt & Slide 50/68
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Nordic style windows

are very popular in

Scandinavian countries

owing to their construction.

Taking into account harsh

weather conditions, they

have been designed

to open outwards. This

increases insulation and

prevents draughts when

strong winds push masses

of air against the window.

We manufacture 5 types of

Nordic windows - top hung,

top swing, side hung, side

Top hung and side hung

open out gradually, which

prevents them from closing

in case of draughts.

Top swing and side swing

can be turned round, which

allows easier cleaning from

the inside.

All our Nordic style windows

are equipped with high

Nordic
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 Nordic - Spilka Classic  Nordic - Spilka Classic  Nordic - Spilka Aluclad 

PAS 24
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Flush Casement windows

are typical English windows

opening outwards. The

the frame, which creates

a smooth and elegant look

of the window. Decorative

glazing bars can be added

to resemble traditional sash

windows. Opening outside

damaging of curtains or

blinds.

Flush Casement
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Flush 58/84 Flush 66/92 Flush 58/84 Aluclad

PAS 24
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Stormproof Casement

windows are often chosen

in areas with harsh weather

conditions. Opening

outwards brings two main

advantages – enhanced

insulation during strong

winds which push the

protruding wings against

the frame, plus the space

around the window can

be fully utilised. They can

also be complemented with

decorative bars to look

more traditional.

Stormproof
Casement
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Stormproof 58/66 
drip + cill 150/38

Stormproof 66/74 
drip + cill 150/38

Stormproof 66/74 drip 
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Eurostyle Inwards Opening

Tilt & Turn IV68 and IV78 

windows are the preferred 

choice in Continental Europe. 

They open to the inside, which

grants an easy access for clean-

ing. However, the more valued 

feature is that they can be tilted,

which improves the room

ventilation.

IV 68, IV 78
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IV 68 IV 78 IV 68 Aluclad
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Folding Doors are very

popular as patio or terrace

doors allowing the natural

light to come through to the

maximum amount. They also

blur the border between

the interior of the house

and the outside world. They

create a unique modern

character and visually

expand the living space.

There are various opening

systems to match the

design of the room and the

customers’ needs.

Folding doors are also

available with aluminium

cladding on the outside.

Folding Doors
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Bi-Folding Bi-Folding Aluclad Bi-Folding 78
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French Doors are

a type of balcony doors

often found in the UK.

They feature a classical

elegant look and often

they are complemented

with decorative glazing

bars, perfectly matching

the traditional English style.

French doors are used both

as terrace doors, separating

the living area from the

patio outside, and as

internal doors dividing the

living area into individual

parts.

French Doors
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French Door 58 opening outside French Door 58 opening inside French Door 66 opening outside
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Sliding Doors are a type

of balcony windows which

perfectly complement

modern buildings. These

windows consist of two

wings, with one horizontally

sliding parallel to the walls.

Thanks to the sliding system,

they do not take any space

inside the room or garden,

which allows for the window

area to be arranged

without any restrictions.

Sliding doors integrate the

house and the garden into

one area, which has a lot of

advantages, both functional

and visual.

Sliding Doors
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HS 68 HS 68 Aluclad HS 78
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There is nothing quite like

aluminium – light yet strong,

aluminium windows and

into a nearly endless variety

of combinations. Thanks to

narrow frames, the focus is

placed on the glass and the

view it offers.

Apart from modern and

elegant look so much liked

by architects and builders,

aluminium frames show

a distinct durability –

resistance to weather

conditions and mechanical

deformation, are easy to

maintain, and their high

ensure excellent thermal

insulation.

Our offer includes: outwards

and inwards opening

windows, as well as entry,

internal, folding and sliding

Aluminium
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Eurostyle IV 68
Eurostyle IV 68 balcony door
Eurostyle IV 78
Eurostyle IV 78 balcony door
French Doors
Sliding Doors
Aluminium Windows

We use hardware of renowned brands:

Flush Casement
Stormproof Casement
Eurostyle IV 68
Eurostyle IV 68 balcony door
Eurostyle IV 78
Eurostyle IV 78 balcony door
Sliding Doors
Aluminium Windows

Sash Weights
Sash Tilt & Slide
Mock Sash
Sash Spiral Balance

Sash Tilt & Slide
Mock Sash
Sash Spiral Balance

Nordic Top Swing
Nordic Side Swing
Nordic Top Hung
Nordic Side Hung
Nordic Balcony Door

Folding Doors
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www.doorswindowsstairs.co.uk

9 Tollpark Road
Wardpark Industrial Estate
Cumbernauld
G68 0LW

Tel: 01236 724839
Fax: 01236 726997
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